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TOP-DOWN VIEWS
Hong Kong’s Political and Market Developments

convertibility undertaking (at 7.85) as short-term capital
outflows understandably increase.
Market Valuation Update

The escalation of protest violence in Hong Kong has
worsened and spread into a partial strike among the local
workforce. A near-term resolution remains unlikely given the
Hong Kong administration’s continued tough stance (as
evidenced in Chief Executive Carrie Lam’s latest press
conference on August 5) with Beijing’s full-backing.
The main demands from the protesters are: for the chief
executive to step down, withdrawal (rather than mere
suspension) of the Extradition Law, withdrawal of the official
declaration that the mass protests are ‘riots’, as well an
independent committee to investigate the police’s use of force
against protesters.
Hong Kong’s economy is set to enter a sharp downturn in the
second half of 2019 as the ongoing protest expands in scale
and breath. Long-term uncertainty remains on the city’s future
status as a global business and financial centre as well as its
role in the Chinese economy.

To follow up on our earlier market assessment on Hong Kong
equities, USD credits and HKD-USD peg, we provide an
update on market valuations as well as specific equity and
bond ‘avoid and switch’ ideas recommended by our product
specialists during this crisis period.

Hang Seng Index (HSI) Valuation
The local stock index is further dragged down by the renewed
trade war risk, even though expectations of policy easing in
China and the U.S. has risen given heightening downside
growth pressure.

The possibility of Beijing’s direct intervention into Hong Kong
affairs remains even though the central government seems to
remain reasonably controlled regarding its stance on this local
saga.
Hong Kong’s economic and financial market outlook is
significantly overshadowed by the perfect storm of escalating
local political tension and renewed Sino-U.S. trade war. U.S.
President Donald Trump’s latest proposition of a 10% tariff on
$300bn Chinese exports has caught investors and Beijing off
guard.
The USD/CNY currency pair has broken the sensitive 7.0
level in response to the new tariff on Chinese goods imposed
by the U.S. The USD/HKD has weakened further
approaching the weak side of the exchange rate’s
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Given the extended sharp fall this week, the HSI is currently
trading at 10.2x forward 2019 price/earnings (PE) ratio and
1.1x price/book (PB) ratio. Forward P/E has declined by a full
P/E point over the past month and both P/E and PB ratios are
now trading at one standard deviation below mean.
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Further downside is anticipated on current negative
momentum. The next downside reference level is at around
9.6x P/E during the height of trade war uncertainty in early
January. Past crises’ lows of HSI over the last five years were
at around 9.2-9.5x forward P/E - a potential another 10%-15%
correction will begin to make the risk/reward more attractive in
our view.

HKD-USD Peg Assessment

Upside potential looks to be capped as the political saga
continues unless some of the protesters’ demands are swiftly
met, the market then rebounds on China’s and U.S.’s policy
easing or sizeable IPO resumes (including Alibaba’s $10bn
local listing).

As argued previously, changing Hong Kong’s currency broadsystem is largely a political decision endorsed by Beijing. In
our view, Beijing has no reason to do so at this stage, and
economic pressure for change is not strong either.

USD Credit Valuation

The HKD/USD currency pair has leaned closer to the weak
side of the long-established peg, but the 3-month HIBOR has
nudged up by a mere 20bps this week to a still benign level of
below 2.5%. Liquidity drainage has yet to reach a significant
stage.

In addition, Hong Kong’s foreign exchange reserves have
risen to some $445bn – 1.4 times the size of money supply
M1. This means that the size of reserves is well covered for
any short-term liquidity conversion into USD should capital
outflow rise on lingering political uncertainty.

Hong Kong USD credit spreads have sold off but has yet to
be deemed significant, partly thanks to a high concentration of
investment-grade issuers, relatively limited outstanding
market issues and global monetary policy easing.

SECTOR / BOTTOM-UP VIEWS
Hong Kong Equity Ideas
Hong Kong investment grade (IG) credit is currently trading at
123 bps (average), up about 5bps from the low of last week
but have remained largely unchanged over the past month. .
Hong Kong high-yields (HY) have widened by about 35bps
over past week and 65bps over past month to 340bps
(average).
They are still trading through their respective China
counterparts (which are rated two notches lower on average)
by about 33bps and 334bps, respectively.
While we favour the more resilient Hong Kong USD credit
market at this stage, compared to local equities due to the
latter’s further downside potential, it is important to watch out
for the potential risk of Hong Kong’s sovereign rating
downgrade. It has been solid at AA+ for a long while but
ratings agency Fitch has already warned about the
deterioration of political stability, the rule of laws and
effectiveness of the local administration.

First-hit sectors from prolonged protests are tourism and
retail, followed by the banking, insurance and property
sectors.
While lingering political tension will hurt the overall Hong
Kong economy, there are some relatively safer sectors.
Based on the share price performances during the past global
financial crisis (GFC), online entertainment, communication
services, education, telecommunications and healthcare are
relative safe havens.

Retail and Tourism
The frequent mass protests have already hit local retail sales
and tourists’ spending in the city. Hong Kong airport arrivals
numbers have not indicated a large change as airport arrivals
in June were up 2.7% year-on-year (YoY), versus the
average of +3% year-to-date (YTD).
Airport bookings tend to be made well in advance so the June
numbers have not fully reflected the expected weakness, but
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the July numbers released within the next few weeks may tell
a different story.

insurance could be as high as 20%-30% for key players.
Hong Kong’s trip delays or cancellations and the concerns on
political uncertainties are key drags for the banking and
insurance sectors.

Property

In addition to lower earnings contribution from mainlanders,
we believe the overall loan demand will remain subdued this
year, as a result of the expected slowing mortgage loan
approval and growth. Industry forecasts 5%-7% loan growth
YoY in 2019 for large domestic banks.

Housing prices in Hong Kong have yet to show any major
correction but transaction volume has dried up across the
board as political risk heightens.
Home sales of a new residential development over the past
two weekends recorded a mere take-up rate of just 4% and
13% of respective units offered. This is an abrupt decline from
the still buoyant market even up to early July which was
underpinned by expectation of lower U.S. and local interest
rates.

Based on the latest industry research, insurance products
sales in July have been slowing, as many mainland tourists
have postponed or cancelled their trips to Hong Kong.

Are There Safe Havens?
Online entertainment and internet sectors are much less
correlated to macro and political turmoil. During the global
financial crisis (GFC) in 2007-08, Tencent (700 HK) shares
jumped 156% while its revenue growth was 36% and 87% in
2007 and 2008, respectively.
We also believe that the communication services, education,
telecommunications and healthcare sectors are safe
harbours. Sector leaders outperformed their relative index
HSI and MSCI China during the GFC.

Source: Bloomberg, UBP SA

The key long-term impact to watch is whether Hong Kong’s
status as global financial and business hub will be eroded.
The sky-high valuations of both the domestic residential and
commercial markets have been backed by the city’s special
status as the most open and independent city in China.
Mortgage loan growth was holding up well in June (+1.4%
MoM /+4.5% YTD) and remains a key loan growth driver.
However, new mortgage approval in June has fallen 15%
month-on-month (MoM) by value, suggesting some downside
risks for future growth. Given the protests, July reading could
be even worse.

Source: Bloomberg, UBP SA

Hong Kong USD Credit Ideas
Banking and Insurance
End-users in these sectors have increasingly been coming
from the north of the border. Revenue contribution by
mainland tourists for private wealth management and
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In the medium term, there will be direct impact on rental
income of commercial properties, property price. Retail
industry issuers could also be affected with a reduction in the
number of visitors.
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HK corporate bonds are mainly in IG and closely held by
banks, asset managers and insurance companies. Hence,
market technical should be supportive on any pull-back on
credit spreads unless we see significant fund outflows from
fund managers.
Financing of blue-chip corporates are mainly through
syndicated loans and private placements. Credit spreads will
widen out in line with market sentiment, but the impact will be
more on the longer end of the curve and also on the perpetual
bonds. Unrated credits will receive less support than rated
issuers.
Local banks, subordinated bonds and AT1 will be affected by
any downgrade on Hong Kong’s rating or an economic
slowdown. However, we do not envisage a sharp sell-off as
most issuers are investment-grade and have maintained a
solid balance sheet.

Anthony Chan
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Disclaimer
This document is a marketing communication containing GENERAL INFORMATION on the financial services and/or financial instruments, and reflecting the
sole opinion of Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA and/or any entity of the UBP Group (hereinafter “UBP”) as of the date of issue. It may contain generic
recommendations but should not be deemed an offer nor a solicitation to buy, subscribe to, or sell any currency, product, or financial instrument, make any
investment, or participate in any particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would not be authorised, or to any person to
whom it would be unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. This document is meant only to provide a broad overview for discussion purposes, in order to
determine clients’ interest. It does not replace a prospectus or any other legal document relating to any specific financial instrument, which may be obtained
upon request free of charge from UBP or from the registered office of the fund concerned, where applicable. The opinions herein do not take into account
individual clients’ circumstances, objectives, or needs. In this document UBP makes no representation as to the suitability or appropriateness, for any particular
client, of the financial instruments or services described, nor as to their future performances. Clients who wish to obtain more information about any specific
financial instruments can request it from UBP and/or their Relationship Manager. Where an investment is considered, the information on the risks linked to each
financial instrument shall be provided in good time by separate means before the investment decision is taken. In any case, each client must make his/her own
independent decisions regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein and regarding the merits or suitability of any investment. Before
entering into any transaction, clients are invited to carefully read the risk warnings and the regulations set out in the prospectus or other legal documents and
are urged to seek professional advice from their financial, legal, accounting and tax advisors with regard to their investment objectives, financial situation and
specific needs. This generic information is therefore not independent from the proprietary interests of UBP or connected parties, which may conflict with the
client’s interests. UBP has policies governing cases of conflicts of interest. The investments mentioned herein may be subject to risks that are difficult to quantify
and to integrate into the valuation of investments. Generally speaking, products with a high degree of risk, such as derivatives, structured products or
alternative/non-traditional investments (such as hedge funds, private equity, real estate funds, etc.) are suitable only for clients who are capable of
understanding and assuming the risks involved. The value of any capital investment may be at risk and some or all of the original capital may be lost. The
investments are exposed to currency fluctuations and may increase or decrease in value. Fluctuations in exchange rates may cause increases or decreases in
the client’s returns and/or in the value of the portfolio. The client may be exposed to currency risks if a financial instrument or the underlying investment of a
financial instrument is denominated in a currency different from the reference currency of the client’s portfolio or from the currency of his/her country of
residence. For more information on risks, the brochure called “Characteristics and risks of certain financial operations” should be consulted. The information
contained in this document is the result neither of financial analysis within the meaning of the Swiss Banking Association’s “Directives on the Independence of
Financial Research” nor of independent investment research as per the EU’s regulation on MiFID provisions. In principle, EU regulation does not govern
relationships entered into with UBP entities located outside the EU, including but not limited to Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA in Switzerland, which is subject
to Swiss law and Swiss regulation, in Hong Kong, and in Singapore, and the subsidiary in Dubai. Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the content
of this document is based on objective information and data obtained from reliable sources. However, UBP cannot guarantee that the information the Bank has
gathered in good faith is accurate and complete. Circumstances may change and affect the data collected and the opinions expressed at the time of publication.
Therefore information contained herein is subject to change at any time without prior notice. UBP makes no representations, provides no warranty and gives no
undertaking, express or implied, regarding any of the information, projections or opinions contained herein nor does it accept any liability whatsoever for any
errors, omissions or misstatements in the document. UBP does not undertake to update this document or to correct any inaccuracies which may have become
apparent after its publication. This document may refer to the past performance of financial instruments. Past performance is not a guide to current or future
results. The value of financial instruments can fall as well as rise. All statements in this document, other than statements of past performance and historical fact,
are “forward-looking statements”. Forward-looking statements do not guarantee future performances. The financial projections included in this document do not
represent forecasts or budgets, but are purely illustrative examples based on a series of current expectations and assumptions which may not happen as
forecast. The actual performance, results, market value and prospects of a financial instrument may differ materially from those expressed or implied by the
forward-looking statements in this document. The projected or targeted returns are inherently subject to significant economic, market and other uncertainties
that may adversely affect performance. UBP also disclaims any obligation to update forward-looking statements, as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise. Any performance data included in this document does not take into account fees, commissions, expenses charged on issuance and redemption of
securities, or any other costs, nor any taxes that may be levied. The tax treatment of any investment depends on the client’s individual circumstances and may
be subject to change in the future. This document does not contain any tax advice issued by UBP and does not necessarily reflect the client’s individual
circumstances. This document is confidential and is intended to be used only by the person to whom it was delivered. This document may not be reproduced,
either in whole or in part. UBP specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document, in whole or in part, without its written permission and accepts no liability
whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect. This document is not intended for distribution in the US and/or to US Persons or in jurisdictions where
its distribution by UBP would be restricted. UBP is authorised and regulated in Switzerland by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (“FINMA”).
UK: UBP is authorised in the United Kingdom by the Prudential Regulation Authority, and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited
regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA).
Dubai: This marketing material has been communicated by Union Bancaire Privée (Middle East) Limited, a company regulated by the Dubai Financial Services
Authority (“DFSA”). It is intended for professional clients and/or market counterparties only and no other person should act upon it. The financial products or
services to which this material relates will only be made available to a client who meets the professional client and/or market counterparty requirements. This
information is provided for information purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation for an offer to buy or sell any financial
instruments, or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction.
Hong Kong: UBP is a licensed bank regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) and a registered institution regulated by the Securities and Futures
Commission (SFC) for Type 1, 4 & 9 activities only in Hong Kong. The securities may only be offered or sold in Hong Kong by means of documents that (i) are
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